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INTRODUCTION 
Winged Victory recreates plane-to-plane aerial warfare in WWI 
from an innovative point of view, from the side. From the very 
first steps in earning their wings, pilots learn to trade altitude 
for maneuvering energy and how to efficiently succeed in this 
on the basis of their plane’s performance limits. Players will not 
concentrate on the mere turning performance, but will mainly 
manage the energy of their plane to shoot down the enemy, 
accomplish their mission and, ultimately, survive. Rules provide 
a good balance between realism and playability. Additional 
(optional) rules shown in green text enhance realism, slightly 
reducing playability and their use is strongly recommended 
after having mastered the basic rules. Anyone looking for a 

quick start may read the MAIN CONCEPTS sections and answer 
the questions provided at the end of each chapter.  

COMPONENTS 

Gameboard 
The game is based on an innovative side view of the action, 
instead the classical “God’s eye” view from the top. For this 
reason, sky occupies the most part of the gameboards, with just 
a small portion of terrain on the bottom. Gameboard is divided 
in three different playing mats that can be used alone or in 
combination, as instructed by the scenario or the mission setup. 
In particular, mat B represents the frontline section and displays 
the so-called no-man’s-land with a red and blue tick separating 
the Allied western side, on the left, from the German eastern 
side on the right. Each mat features an altitude scale on the 
right from 0 (ground level) to 30 and two lines divide the 
altitude range in 3 different sections: from 0 to 10 is the Low 
Level section, from 11 to 20 is the Medium Level section and 21 
and above is the High Level section. Altitude level 0 is only used 
to land and never to fly. Gameboards displays two different 
hexagonal overlays: the small one, in black, is used for 
movement and combat fire, the bigger one, in white, is used for 
spotting purposes. The rules refer to the small hexes as a Hex 
(Hx) and to the bigger hexes as a MegaHex (MHx). Each Hex 
covers 303ft or 100m from side to side. Any token shared 
between two MegaHexes must be always assumed as “inside” 
the MHx you are referring to. Generally speaking, a plane token 
will be placed inside a Hex; however during a climb or a dive, it 
may occupy a hex spine. Two or more planes may occupy the 
same Hex and no collision will occur; however no combat 
between planes in the same Hex is allowed. 

Dashboards 
Dashboards recreate the cockpit of each plane with its own 
colors and materials and show the unique characteristics of 
each plane. All the provided information can be grouped in 3 
sets: the energy management group, the primary tool to play; 
the airplane status group, to keep track of any plane damage 
and the combat group that collects any information related to 
combat. During the flying school, the cadet player will learn 
about these dials in detail. Dashboards also provide the name 
of the plane, its value in Victory Points (VP) and its technical 
sideview.  
 

 

Playing Pieces 

Aircraft counter 

These counters represent the plane on the gameboard. Grey 
ticks, if any, are used to correctly place the machineguns 
templates of their gunners.  
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Position markers 

These plastic markers must be always placed close to the plane 
on the gameboard (even if they are frequently omitted in the 
pictures for clarity purpose). They have two functions: to 
indicate the plane owner and as a reference for the starting 
position in a move. Red markers refer to the German planes, 
while the blue ones to the Allied planes. Flip the position 
marker on its backside, when required by the rules.  

 

 
Before starting to play, apply one position decal on the front of 
each position marker and one warning decal on the back side, 
minding to match the numbers/letters on both sides and the 
faction with the marker’s color (iron cross on red tokens, British 
roundel on the blue ones). 

Leakage/Fire markers 

These markers are placed immediately behind a plane any time 
it suffers a leakage or is on fire. 

 

Flak barrage markers 

These markers are used to mark a Megahex targeted by anti-
aircraft artillery (flak) fire. 

 

Weather counters 

These counters represent the sun position and various sky 

conditions. They will be explained in detail in the Weather 

paragraph of the rules (page 13). 

 

Target counters 

These counters represent different ground targets and 
balloons. If present, a colored strip indicates their fire capability 
and the base die color to roll. The number of red circles on the 
counter indicates the damage required to destroy the target. 

 

 

 

 

Skill markers 

These markers are used on the Dashboard to indicate 
unexperienced (recruit) or veteran (ace) pilots and their own 
skill modifiers you will use throughout the game. 

 

Dice 
A set of 9 multicolor dice is provided as the core of the Alea 
Struggle Combat System by WBS Games used in this game. 
Keep the dice in ascending order of shades, from white to black, 
as shown in the image below. This dice set will be used both for 
combat and tests. All modifiers to the dice refer to the die color 
and not to its result. For example, if the basic die to roll would 
be the Red one, a modifier of +1 will select the Blue die instead. 
On the other hand, a modifier of -2 will select the Green die in 
place of the Red one. 
 
 
 

Combat dice 

The entire dice set is used for combat purposes. Here the 
possible results: 

 
In general, each weapon carried by a plane or a target features 
its base die color; apply any pertinent  modifier and roll the die. 
The roll will give you the combat result. Remember that any 
time a modifier would reduce the color below the white die or 
raise it above the black one, you use the white or the black die 
respectively. 

Test dice 

Dice from white to yellow are used for testing purposes. On 
these dice, a small icon is printed on the lower right corner and 
they can assume the following results: 

 
The basic principle is the same as for combat: each test refers 
to a specific base die color that has to be modified. However, 
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you have to refer to the small icons on the lower right corner 
only. The die roll will give you the test outcome. Whatever the 
modifier, the lower die color limit is white and the upper color 
limit is yellow. 

Tests against a game stat 

Sometimes players are asked to make a die roll test against a 
given game parameter such as the plane handling or 
survivability. Each parameter is associated to a base die color 
on the dashboard. Apply any modifier and roll the die to find 
the test outcome. 

Numbered dice 

The red and the blue dice both feature a small number from 1 
to 6 on the lower right corner. They can be conveniently used 
any time a roll of a 6-sided die is required. 

HOW TO PLAY WINGED VICTORY 
You can play Winged Victory in three different ways. 

Single scenario 

This is the fastest way to play Winged Victory. Select a scenario 
to play on page 24. Read about any information relevant for 
setup, special goals or rules, restrictions and victory 
information. 

Random mission 

Create a random single mission using the Mission Builder on 
page 14. Set up the game as instructed, read any information 
provided as any victory condition. 

Squadron Career 

Probably the most intense, enjoyable and long-lasting way to 
play Winged Victory. Generate an entire squadron, select its 
flying corps and starting date to follow the epic stories of its 
members throughout the war, in the skies as well as on the 
ground. Refer to the Squadron Career section for further details 
(page 19). 
 

FLYING SCHOOL 

Ground School 
Welcome to the Royal Flying Corps, cadet. Before earning your 
wings, you have to learn how to fly and survive in a plane. 
Pilots’ life expectancy is 10 to 15 days on the Western Front, so 
don’t be so impatient to go into combat. My job here is to make 
you survive those 15 days and to make an ace out of you. 
During the training, you will fly a Sopwith 1 ½ Strutter. Let’s 
take a closer look of the cockpit! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Here you can see a properly setup dashboard panel: The 
Throttle Pip and the Speed Cue are on the Speed Strip on the 
Energy Display; all Damage Markers are set to 0; both the 
machine guns are loaded as you can see from the dice matching 
the respective ammo storage numbers and the pilot skill is set 
using the Skill Marker. 
As you well know, planes need energy in the form of thrust to 
keep flying; the engine provides this energy. Any time you turn, 
maneuver, climb or shut off your engine, you lose part of this 
energy. By contrast, when you rev up your engine or dive, you 
gain energy. As you can see, it is much easier to lose energy 
than to gain it, so use it wisely! 
Let’s create some energy turning the engine on. 
As you can see on the first row (Speed Strip) of our Strutter 
Energy Display, some numbers are underlined. You can only 
move the Throttle Pip on one of these 
numbers 0, 4 or 5; in particular, you can use 5 
for the Low and Medium altitude ranges and 4 
when at High altitude. White boxes below 
speed values on the dashboard indicate the 
maximum level flight speed of a plane for a 
given altitude level. Any rotary engine plane 
such as the Strutter follows this restriction, 
because the engine can only set on or off by 
the blip switch. In-line engine planes such as 
the S.E.5a or the German Albatros series can set the Throttle 
Pip anywhere on the upper row from 0 to the plane maximum 
level flight speed for a given altitude (white box), having a 
throttle handle, instead of a switch. Maximum level flight speed 
decreases with the altitude due to the thinning air. For the 
S.E.5a, white boxes match 7 for Low and Medium altitude and 6 
for High altitude. You can set your Throttle Pip anywhere from 0 
to 7 at Low and Medium altitude and from 0 to 6 at High 
altitude.  
But that’s the S.E.5a; let’s get back to our Strutter. 
The engine needs some time to gain speed. At the start of your 
turn, you arrange the power for the turn by setting the Throttle 
Pip. At the end of your turn the Speed Cue moves halfway from 
its initial position toward the Throttle Pip (count the boxes, 
halve them and round down). Let’s try it.  
Turn #1. Move the Throttle Pip all the way to the max power (5 
for low altitude). Nothing happens to the plane. The turn comes 
to an end and you update your Speed Cue moving it halfway to 
2 (5/2 rounded down = 2).  

 
 

Turn #2. Your starting speed is 2: we are gaining speed! On the 
gameboard, our plane would move 2 Hexes. Since you’re not 
ready for take-off yet, let’s slow down: turn the engine off to 0 
moving the Throttle Pip to 0. The turn ends and you move the 
Speed Cue halfway toward the Throttle Pip, to 1 (2/2 = 1)]. 

 
  

Turn #3. Our start speed is 1. We are slowing down, but we are 
not stopped yet. We need another turn to reduce our speed to 
0. Note that when updating your speed at the end of your turn, 
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if the Throttle Pip and the Speed Cue are adjacent, the Speed 
Cue will automatically match the Throttle Pip setting. 
Let me add just a couple things more. Some boxes on the 
Energy Dial are black and white banded, some are red and some 
others are red and white banded. Any time you start your turn 
with the Speed Cue on a value corresponding to one of these 
boxes, something bad will happen.  
If you are on a black and white banded value, you lose the 
control of your plane since the energy is not enough to keep it 
flying. It is called stall. 
If you are on a full red box, you are going too fast and stressing 
your plane structure. This will happen only when diving. In this 
case you will have to make a Structural Test (page 8). 
If you start on a red and white banded box…well, you are dead, 
boy! You suffer an immediate structural failure and the plane 
plunges down like a stone (see Crackups, page 12). 

 

MAIN CONCEPTS 

 Throttle Pip shows the power setting of the plane for the 

turn and once set, it won’t change throughout the turn. 

 Speed Cue indicates the speed of the plane which moves 

throughout the turn as the plane maneuvers. At the end of 

the turn, update its position moving it halfway toward the 

Throttle Pip position (round down only if the two markers 

are not adjacent). The speed value at the start of a turn 

establishes a plane’s movement allowance in Hexes for that 

turn. Note: Some maneuvers may cause the Speed Cue to 

be moved further left than the -2 value printed on the 

Dashboard. Use the actual value of the Speed Cue when 

adjusting plane performance, such as the final speed.  

 Rotary engines - throttle can be set only on one of the 

underscored values (0 or maximum power for a given 

altitude range – the white box). In-line engines do not have 

this restriction and their throttle can be set anywhere from 

0 to their maximum level flight speed for a given altitude 

range. 

 Special speeds: A white box indicates the maximum level 

flight speed of a plane for a given altitude level. A black and 

white banded space is stall speed. In a red space, the player 

must take a Structural Test. In a red and white banded 

space, the plane suffers a crackup (page 12) 

 

 Ok, some questions for you! 

 

1. Know your enemy: what’s the maximum level flight 
speed for Fokker Dr.I at Medium altitude? 

2. On a R.E.8 plane, can you set the Throttle Pip at 3 
when you fly at Low altitude? 

3. At High altitude on a level flight, which one has a faster 
top speed, an S.E.5a or a Fokker DVII? 

4. When flying at Medium altitude, can you set your 
Throttle Pip at 3 on a Sopwith Camel? 

5. If the Speed Cue is at 7 at the start of your turn, how 
many Hexes can you move your plane on the 
gameboard? 

6. What happens when you start your turn with a speed 
matching a red and white banded box? 

 
ANSWERS: 

1. 5. 2. Yes, it has no underscored numbers, so youI can set any 
value from 0 to its maximum level flight speed. 3. S.E.5a top 
speed is 6, while Fokker DVII has a top speed of 5. The S.E.5a 
goes faster. 4. No, because the Camel has underscored 
numbers and the Throttle Pip can only be set to 0 or to its 
maximum level flight speed which, at Medium altitude, is 6. 5. 7 
hexes; 6. The plane suffers a crack up and the pilot is killed. 

Changing altitude 
To change your flying altitude, you have to change your 
attitude. The attitude is the upward or downward direction 
your plane nose is pointing. You can assume two different 
attitudes both for climbing and diving: you can shallow climb 
(or dive) and your plane will point the Hex vertex, or hard climb 
(or dive) and your plane will point to a Hex side. Shallow climb 
will make you gain less altitude but you will consume less 
energy. Hard climbs will make you gain much more altitude but 
they will cost a lot of energy. The exact opposite for diving. If a 
plane is on a Hex spine, consider it as occupying the upper Hex 
if it’s climbing or the lower Hex if it’s diving: 

 
 

Planes don’t change attitude immediately. They need some 
forward movement to climb or dive; moreover, this 
requirement changes with the altitude due to changing air 
density. You find the number of Hexes to be spent in a straight 
(horizontal) maneuver before you can change attitude on the 
right of the Energy dial for each given altitude (this 
is called preparatory movement). For example, our 
Strutter, at Low altitude, requires 2 Hexes moved 
in a straight line before pointing its nose up or 
down. Some planes perform better at the same 
altitude, such as the S.E.5a which can immediately 
change its attitude with no preparatory 
movement. Other planes as the R.E.8 show 
underscored values. For those planes, you can only 
set a shallow attitude while climbing and they 
cannot perform some acrobatic maneuvers.  

Climbing 

Let’s try some climbing. Place the Strutter counter on the Low 
Level Hex with the 6 on map A, pointing west in level flight. Set 
both the Throttle and Speed Cue at 5. 
Turn #1. Speed is 5, move your plane 5 Hexes. 

 
Turn #2. Keep all the engine settings as they are and declare a 
shallow climb. You have to move 2 Hexes on a straight line, 
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before changing your attitude. Move two Hexes and then turn 
your counter so that the plane points to the Hex vertex. Now 
you can climb 1 level moving your counter onto the spine line in 
front of it. Drop any remaining movement point. You made your 
first climb! Before you ask me about that, planes of World War I 
were not capable of climbing more than one level in the time of 
a single Winged Victory turn.  

 
Let’s see what happened to 
your speed. Any time you 
make a shallow climb, you 
lose the quantity of speed 
indicated by the Drag 
number below your current 
speed setting, for a given 
altitude. In this case you lose 
4 points, so move the Speed 

Cue from 5 to 1. If your speed is so high you can’t find a Drag 
value below it, use the last available drag value for that given 
altitude. For example, for a Strutter flying at low altitude, speed 
9, you must use 5 for drag. Your turn is over and you must 
update your speed, moving your Speed Cue halfway to the 
Throttle Pip, between 1 and 5. Your updated speed is 3. 
 
Turn #3. Let’s level up. While climbing, you can change your 

attitude freely, but you 
need to stay inside a 
Hex. Move your plane on 
the corresponding upper 
Hex, then rotate the 
counter until it points 
left, in level flight. Your 
starting speed is 3: move 
3 Hexes in a straight line. 

The turn is over so you update your speed from 3 to 4.  
Turn #4. Let’s try a hard climb. Your current speed is 4. Make a 

preparatory straight movement 
of 2 Hexes, then pull that stick 
all the way to you! Rotate the 
counter to face the Hex side 
and then move up ahead to 
level 7. Drop any remaining 
movement point. Do you feel 
the stress and G-forces from 

the climb? Let’s check your speed: when you perform a hard 
climb, you lose speed equal to the drag value + 2. At a speed 4 
you lose 3 + 2 = 5 speed points! Move your Speed Cue 4 boxes 

to the left and set it 
at -1. Your turn is 
over and you must 
update your speed, 
moving the Speed 
Cue halfway between 
-1 and 5. Final speed 
is 2. 

 

Turn #5. Level up. Rotate the counter 
to make it pointing West and move 2 
Hexes. Turn’s over; update your 
speed. Final speed is 3. Not bad for 
your first flight! 

Diving 

Diving is much the same as climbing, but you’ll lose altitude and 
gain speed. Let’s do it. Place the Strutter counter on the Low 
Level Hex with the 10 on map A, pointing West in level flight. 
Set both the Throttle and Speed Cue at 5. 
Turn #1. Your starting speed is 5. Declare a shallow dive, set 
your throttle to 2 (you are gaining speed and we don’t want to 
exceed plane limits!) and move straight the 2 preparatory 
Hexes before changing 
attitude. Now turn 
your plane counter so 
that it points the Hex 
vertex. 3 points remain 
to dive. You gain 1 
speed point for each 
level lost while diving, 
whatever the attitude. Let’s dive those 3 movement points 
using the entire movement allowance. We started at level 10 
and finished the movement at level 8 (remember your plane 
occupies the lower Hex if it’s on the spine while diving). We 
gain 2 speed points and move the Speed Cue from 5 to 7. Turn 
is over, so let’s update the Speed halfway between 7 and 2: 5 (5 
boxes toward the Throttle Pip halved and rounded down). 

 
 
Turn #2.  According to the basic rules you can change attitude 
freely while diving. However, a more realistic optional rule, 
states If you want to change your attitude while diving, you 
need to move an additional diving Hex (it will not modify your 
speed) before changing to levelled or climbing attitude. I’ll 
show you how this optional rule works: let’s level up. Your 
speed is 5. Move one additional Hex down (speed doesn’t 
change) and then rotate your counter to level the plane up. You 
have 4 more movement points to flight straight ahead. Update 
your speed from 5 to 4. 

 
 
Turn #3. Starting speed is 4. 
Now try a hard dive: move 
the preparatory 2 Hexes and 
then rotate the counter to 
point a Hex side, then dive 
the remaining 2 movement 
points. We dived from Level 
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8 to 6, gaining 2 speed points (1 speed point per level, 
remember?). Speed 6: update it to end the turn, from 6 to 4.  
 
Turn #4. Level up and let’s fly back home. Set Throttle for top 

speed at 5. We ignore the 
optional rule this time 
immediately changing 
attitude: 4 Hexes in level 
flight. Update speed from 4 

to 5. 
You look like you’re getting the hang of it! 
 

MAIN CONCEPTS 

 Shallow climb/dive: counter points to Hex vertex; Hard 
climb/dive: counter points to Hex side. 

 Preparatory movement: before changing attitude, you have 
to move straight for the number of Hexes indicated by the 
label on the right of each altitude range on the Energy Dial. 
An underscored number implies the plane can only select 
shallow climbing (no restrictions while diving). 

 Climb: preparatory movement + climb one single level (drop 
any movement points left). Shallow Climb: reduce speed by 
the drag value below the current speed for a given altitude. 
Hard Climb: reduce speed by drag value + 2. On the next 
turn, you will be free to change attitude. 

 Dive: preparatory movement + move down within the 
movement allowance. For each level down, you gain 1 
speed point. You can change attitude freely while diving. 
OPTIONAL: otherwise, to change attitude while diving, you 
need to move an additional level down, before starting a 

different maneuver. 

 
Some questions for you: 

1. How many preparatory Hexes must an R.E.8 move at 
high altitude? 

2. If an S.E.5a is tailed by a Fokker Dr.I at high altitude, 
would be a good idea to climb to shake the Fokker off 
your tail? And what if at medium altitude? 

3. How many speed points does a Sopwith Camel lose 
while hard climbing at medium altitude, speed 5? 

4. How many speed points do you gain while shallow 
diving 2 levels? And while hard diving? 

5. Can you select a hard dive for a DFW C.V? 
 

ANSWERS 

1. 3; 2. Definitely yes, because the Fokker would overshoot the 
S.E.5a, since the triplane requires more preparatory movement 
than the biplane. The same maneuver would be useless (even 
dangerous) at medium altitude, since the Fokker has no 
preparatory movement and changes attitude immediately; 3. 3 
(per the dashboard) + 2 (for the hard climb) =5; 4. You gain 1 
speed point for each descent level, whatever the kind of diving, 
so for both cases the answer is 2; 5. Yes, it can be selected 
because the underscored number restricts the climb, not the 
dive. 

Turning 
Turning allows you to change heading. You can perform 3 
different kind of turns, but whatever the kind you are going to 
lose the Drag value indicated below the starting speed for a 

given altitude. If your initial speed is too high and you can’t find 
a drag value beneath, use the last available drag value instead. 

Easy turn 

You can use this kind of turn at any time, except while engaged 
in combat. It’s the widest turn possible; you must move the 
entire movement allowance before flipping the token to change 
heading, then reduce your speed by the initial speed drag value. 
You don’t need to adjust your altitude, since it’s a flat, 
coordinated turn. Let’s try this! Place your Strutter counter on 
the Hex with the 11 on Map A, pointing West and in level flight. 
Set both the Throttle and Speed Cue at 5. 
Turn #1. Let’s perform an Easy Turn: your starting speed is 5 

and you have to move all your movement allowance before 

changing heading. Move the counter 5 Hexes left then flip it 

horizontally: you did it! Reduce your Speed Cue by 4 points to 1. 

Turn is over, so you can update your speed: final speed is 3. 

Easy, isn’t it? 

 

 

Normal turn 

This is the wider turn you can use in combat, yet the tightest 
when you are not engaged. It requires some altitude loss.  
You must move straight more than half movement allowance 
before changing heading and the plane loses 1 altitude level. 
Ok, before you say it’s too complicated, let’s do it. You’ll see it’s 
very easy. 
Let’s get back where we left our Strutter. 
Turn #2. Now perform a Normal turn. Your speed is 3 and you 

must move more than half your 

movement allowance before 

changing heading. Move 2  

Hexes in a straight line, then 

drop one level following the 

path in the diagram below and 

flip the counter vertically. Now 

finish your movement flying 1 

more Hex straight ahead. As 

you can see, shifting the counter one row below doesn’t count 

as a movement and is totally free. The Drag value of a Strutter 

flying at a speed of 3, altitude 11 (initial conditions before the 

normal turn) is 3 therefore move your Speed Cue from 3 to 0. 

Your turn is over. Let’s update your Speed to 2. 
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Hard turn 

While in combat, you will probably use this turn most of the 
time, especially when chased by opponents with higher Drag 
values than yours. It’s the tightest turn you can perform and it 
drains out a lot of altitude. You must move straight on half of 
your total movement allowance (rounding down), but never 
less than 1 Hex before changing heading. The plane incurs 2 
levels of altitude loss. 
Go back to our Strutter. 
Turn #3. Let’s do a Hard turn! Your speed is now 2 and you have 

to move half of your movement 
allowance. Move 1 Hex ahead at 
altitude level 10, follow the path 
showed on the diagram below 
and flip the counter vertically. 
Now finish your movement 
flying 1 Hex straight on. Once 
again, moving your plane 2 
levels below is totally free. 
Reduce your speed by the Drag 
value (Attention! We have 
dropped to the low level 
altitude section, so your drag is 

2!): move your Speed Cue from 2 to 0. The turn is over and you 
can update your final speed, moving the Speed Cue to 2. 

 
If you want to avoid altitude loss during a Normal or Hard turn, 
add an additional Drag value for each altitude level loss 
avoided. For example, if the Strutter is flying at Low level, speed 
5 and you want to perform a Hard turn descending 1 single 
altitude level instead of 2, then make the preparatory 
movement of 2 Hex, descend 1 level as if you were performing 
a Normal turn and end your movement flying 3 more Hexes. 
Decrease speed by the Drag value (4) due to the turn and 
subtract 4 additional drag points for having skipped 1 level loss. 
Move the Speed Cue from 5 to -3 and at the end of the turn 
update it halfway to 1, just above the stall speed. 

 Turning while climbing or diving 

While climbing or diving, your plane doesn’t have much energy 
left for some particular maneuvers. In such instances, complete 
the climb or dive maneuver as usual then flip the counter 
symmetrically to its final position. See the examples below. 

 

In terms of speed you have to add any speed variation due to 
the climb/diving, to the drag related to the turn. Let’s see a 
couple of examples: 
Turn #1. You are flying a Strutter at level 4, speed 5. Let’s 
attempt a shallow climb 
combined with a turn. 
Perform the climbing as 
usual, then flip the 
counter horizontally. 
You lose 4 speed points 
due to the climbing and 
4 more drag points 
related to the turn, for a 
total of 8 speed points loss that drops your speed down to -3. 
When the turn is over update your speed to 1 (8 boxes from -3 
to 5 divided by 2 means a 4 box shift of the Speed Cue toward 
the Throttle Pip). 
 
Turn #2. Gain speed with a level flight. 
Move 1 Hex and, at the end of the turn, 
update your speed to 3. 
 
Turn #3. Now attempt a steep diving combined with a turn. 
Proceed with a steep dive as usual and then flip your counter 
horizontally. You gain 
1 speed point for each 
altitude level dropped 
(1) but lose 4 speed 
points due to drag in 
the turn, for a final 
speed variation of -3. 
Move your Speed Cue 
from 3 to 0 and at the end of the turn update it from 0 to 2. 
 You can change heading also during the descent, not only at 
the end of it. 
 

MAIN CONCEPTS 

 EASY TURN: change heading after spending the entire 
movement allowance. No altitude loss. Speed is reduced by 
the Drag value. Cannot be performed while engaged. 

 NORMAL TURN: move more than half the movement 
allowance, then lose 1 altitude level and change heading 
before finishing your movement. The speed loss is equal to 
the Drag value. Can be performed at any time. If you want 
to avoid losing altitude, increase the speed loss by applying 
the Drag value a second time. 

 HARD TURN: move half the movement allowance (rounding 
fractions down) but at least 1 Hex, then lose 2 altitude levels 
and change heading before finishing your movement. The 
speed loss is equal to the Drag value. It can be performed 
only while engaged. If you want to avoid losing altitude, 
increase the speed loss by applying the Drag value  for each 
altitude level avoided.  

 Climbing/diving turn: perform the climbing/diving 
maneuver as usual, then flip the counter symmetrically. 
Apply both climbing/diving speed change as well as turn 

modifiers. 
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Some questions for you: 
1. Do you need any preparatory movement before 

turning? 
2. If you are flying at altitude level 2, would it be wise to 

perform a Hard turn? And a Normal turn?  
3. School of tactics: if you were flying a Fokker Dr.1 at 

medium altitude, speed 5, and you are chased by a 
Sopwith Strutter at the same speed, what kind of turn 
would you would select to have better chances to 
evade? 

4. If you are climbing, can you perform a Hard turn? 
5. If you make a turn while shallow diving 3 levels at 

speed 5, how many speed points will you gain? 
 

ANSWERS 

1. No, there are no preparatory moves in turning; 2. A Hard turn 
is not wise, because the plane will normally lose 2 levels, 
crashing into the ground. However, a plane could perform a 
Normal turn as it would lose 1 level only, flying safely at level 1. 
A plane could attempt to skip altitude loss during a Hard turn, 
by applying additional Drag values, but being mindful not to 
stall; 3. The best possible maneuver for a Fokker would be a 
Normal turn, skipping the 1 altitude level loss, because its Drag 
value is 3 against 4 for the Strutter. Performing such a 
maneuver, the Fokker would lose 6 speed points finishing its 
turn at speed 2, while the Strutter would lose 8 points ending in 
stall once the turn is over; 4. There are no Easy, Normal or Hard 
turns while climbing or diving; 5. The speed gain is only related 
to the dive, so I gain 3 speed points (but I have to deduct the 
Drag value due to the turn). 

Special Flight Conditions 

You may find yourself in two special flight conditions: stall and 
overspeed. If, at the end of the turn, your Speed Cue is on a 
black and white box, you are in a stall, a condition we are going 
to cover soon. If it ends on a red and white box, your speed is 
too high and you must undergo a Structural Test. Check the die 

to roll on your cockpit dashboard (the number you 
see inside the colored box in the picture is used 
during the combat: don’t worry about it for now) 
and modify it by the Pilot Skill value. 

Possible results: 
 
 = Crack up. 

i = Assess 4 damage points to the plane structure (see page 

11).  

 = No damage.  

Special maneuvers 
Now you can fly quite well, it’s time to teach you some special 
maneuvers you will find useful during a dogfight. Before 
jumping into the plane, let me show you some safety notes. 

Handling test 

When a Handling Test is required, check the die to 
roll on your Dashboard and modify it by your Pilot 
Skill value. 
Possible results: 

 

 

 = Control loss: stall. 

i=Control retained/regained.  

 = Structural Test.  

Stall 

A plane stalls when the air flow on the wings is not fast or clean 
enough to provide the lift to keep flying. When your plane 
stalls, immediately stop your movement and shift the Speed 
Cue to the first black and white box available; Flip the Position 

marker on its caution side. At the beginning of 
the next turn, move the plane 2  Hexes 
vertically in order to descend 2 levels. At the 
end of this movement, make a Handling test 
to verify whether you regained the control. If 
control is regained, immediately move the 
Speed Cue to the first black box available; 
otherwise the plane will keep descending 
until control is regained or it crashes to the 
ground. Planes can’t fire while in stall. If a 

plane exceeds its ceiling or maximum altitude, it stalls. 

Falling Leaf 

In the desperate attempt to avoid an attack, a 
pilot may choose to voluntarily stall one wing. 
As a result, the plane will start a spinning 
descent like a leaf falling from a tree. To attempt 
this maneuver, you need a working elevator. 
Use the stall procedure, but once the control is 
regained roll 1 6-sided die (1d6). On an odd roll, 
the plane comes out of the Falling Leaf 
maneuver pointing west, otherwise it points 
east. The plane cannot fire during this 

maneuver. Flip the Position marker on its caution side. A Falling 
Leaf maneuver breaks tailing.  

Jink 

Pilots can avoid an attack by yawing left and 
right. You need a working rudder to attempt 
a Jink. Move the entire movement allowance 
-1 Hex and reduce speed by half the Drag 
value (round down). The pilot can’t fire while 
jinking, but gunners are free to fire. 

 

 

Barrel Roll 

Mainly used for defensive purpose, the 
pilot makes the plane fly in a corkscrew 
motion.  OPTIONAL: due to its difficulty, 
pilot has to undergo a Handling test 
before attempting a Barrel Roll.  You 
need working ailerons, elevator and 
rudder to perform this maneuver and 
the pilot must be healthy. Only 
unloaded planes without an 
underscored Preparatory 
Movement number can fly a 

X
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Barrel Roll. Fly the preparatory movement and then move the 
counter forward half the movement allowance (round down), 
reducing the speed by the Drag value. The plane can’t fire while 
performing a Barrel Roll. 

Half Loop 

This maneuver allows you to change 
direction making a climbing half circle. 
OPTIONAL: make a Handling test before 
attempting this maneuver. You need 
working ailerons and elevator to perform 
a Half Loop and the pilot must be 
healthy. Only unloaded planes without 
an underscored preparation number can 
attempt it. Fly the preparatory 
movement and then follow the path in 
the picture (you need 3 Hexes); then 

reduce your speed by the Drag Value. The plane can’t fire 
during the Half Loop. A Half Loop maneuver breaks tailing. 

Wingover 

Very similar to the Half Loop, the 
Wingover allows you to change direction 
with a diving half circle. No Handling test 
is required. You need working ailerons 
and elevator to perform a Wingover and 
the pilot must be healthy, but this time 
planes with underscored numbers are 
allowed to perform this maneuver. Fly the 
preparatory movement then follow the 
path in the picture (you need 3 Hexes); 
increase the speed by 4 points. You can 

finish the Wingover either levelled up or diving. The plane can’t 
fire during a Wingover. A Wingover maneuver breaks tailing. 

Immelmann 

Created by Max Immelmann, the “Eagle of 
Lille” as the German ace was called, allows 
you to change direction and attack an 
opponent. OPTIONAL: make a Handling 
test before attempting this maneuver. You 
need working rudder, elevators and a 
healthy pilot to perform an Immelmann.  
Only unloaded planes without an 
underscored preparation number can fly 
this maneuver. Fly the preparatory 
movement and then follow the path in the 

picture (you need at least 4 movement points). No speed 
change is required and the plane is free to fire during the 
maneuver. 
 

Side Slip 

It allows you to lose altitude without 
gaining speed, because the plane skids on 
the side while descending. OPTIONAL: 
make a Handling test before attempting 
this maneuver. You need working ailerons, 
rudder and elevators as well as a healthy 
pilot to perform a Side Slip. Spend the 
entire movement allowance to descend 1 

level as illustrated in the picture. No speed change is required 
and both pilot and crew are free to fire. 
 

ORDER OF MOVEMENT 
Winged Victory is played in game turns, each one 
representing approximately 17 seconds of real 
flight. You can keep track of the game turns using 
the Game turn marker on the altitude scale 
printed on each game mat. 

 
The first step of a turn is to place any Flak marker, if available. 
 
Then each player activates his own planes, one by one, 
following the order of movement and applying any tie-breaking 
condition, if needed.  

1) Planes out of control. 

2) Tailed and tailing planes, together, with the one being 

tailed moving first. 

3) Engaged planes. 

4) Not engaged planes with none in sight. 

5) Not engaged planes, with target in sight. 

Notes: 

Out of control: any plane in stall or Falling leaf or suffering a 
crack-up. 
Tailing: a plane is tailing another one if it 
starts its game turn within 2  Hexes inside the 
tail sectors of the target (1 Hex in the 
picture). 
Engaged: two or more enemy planes are engaged when they 
occupy the same MHx or two adjacent MHx at the beginning of 
a game turn. All these planes cannot select an Easy turn. 
Not engaged with none in sight: these planes can just perform 
a level flight or keep on following their mission, until off the 
map. 
Not engaged with target in sight: No restrictions 

Tie-Breaking Procedure 
If 2 or more planes are in the same moving pool, go down the 
following list to determine who moves first: 

1. The least skilled pilot. 

2. The plane at the lowest altitude. 

3. The plane with the highest speed. 

4. The player who rolls lowest (1d6, reroll ties). 

Spotting Test 
The main purpose of the Spotting Test is to completely define 
the order of movement (especially at the beginning of a game) 
and to attack or defend from another plane, since it is not 
possible to attack or defend from planes you can’t see. Pilot 
spotting range is 5 MHx, excluding the one the plane is in. 
Anything beyond the spotting range is invisible. However, only 
planes in the same MHx are automatically spotted. In any other 

instance, you have to take a Spotting Test. Pilot 
skills and, most of all, plane design have an impact 
on spotting capabilities. Check the die color to roll 
on the Dashboard and apply the pilot skill modifier.  
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Possible results: 
 
 = Target unseen. 

i= Target spotted within 4 MHx .  

 = Target spotted. 

  

Once spotted, a plane remains spotted unless: 

 The line of sight linking the spotter to the target is 
interrupted by a cloud or any other weather element. 

 
 Target is in between the 

MHx where the sun is 
located and the spotter. 
In this case the target is 
invisible to the spotter 
(if the target is the only 
plane within 1 MHx, 
both planes are not 
engaged). Note: This 
condition is checked at 
the beginning of each 
turn and does not 
change during a turn. 

 

 OPTIONAL: if the target is lower 
behind the spotter, it’s invisible 
to him. Once again, if this is the 
only plane within 1 MHx, both 
the planes are not engaged. 

 

 The spotter is tailing or being 
tailed by a plane. In this case he 
can see only the plane he is 
tailing or is being tailed by. 

 

 

If any of these conditions occur, you need 
to take the Spotting Test once again. 
Unspotted planes keep their Position 
marker on the plane counter to hide the 
plane type. 
 

MAIN CONCEPTS 

 You can’t attack or defend from planes you can’t see. 

 Spotting range: 5 Mhx. 

 You can find the die to roll for a Spotting Test on the 

Dashboard and must be modified by the Pilot Skill 

modifier. 

 Once spotted, a plane remains spotted, unless the 

special conditions listed above occur. 

 Planes in the same MHx are automatically spotted. 

  A Spotting Check is required if planes are not in the 

same MHx. 

 

Some questions for you: 

1. Which die do you roll for a Spotting Test from a 
Camel? 

2. For an expert pilot, is it easier to spot a target 
from an S.E.5a or a Camel? 

3. If an enemy plane is the only plane within 1 MHx, 
but he is in between you and the sun, can you 
perform a Barrel Roll? 

4. If your target is 5 MHx away and you roll a I, 
can you see him? 

5. Do you need to see an AAA gun nest (AA-MG) to 
attack it? 

ANSWERS: 

1. The grey one; 2. From an S.E.5a. The pilot has a better chance 
to spot a target since the yellow die is better than the grey one; 
3. No, because you are not engaged and you can’t see anyone. 
You can only perform a level flight or continue with your 
mission; 4. No, you need a to see a target 5 MHx away; 5. You 
need to see any target you want to engage. 
 

COMBAT 
Every plane in this game is equipped with at least 1 
machinegun.  

Most of them have a forward pointing gun with a 
range of 5 Hexes;  
 

some others are equipped with flexible mounted 
guns operated by observers or gunners;  
 
others carry both configurations. Gunners’ skill is 
always “Expert”. 
 
Forward mounted guns can only fire 5 Hexes 

straight ahead. 

 

 
For any gunner- or observer-operated machineguns you must 
refer to the related firing template indicated on the dashboard: 
ticks on plane counters help you to correctly place the firing 
templates. You can open fire against any target even partially 
inside the firing template. 
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According to the basic rules you can attack only after all the 
planes have moved. However, the strongly recommended 
optional Combat Freezing rule (page 13) improves both realism 
and chances to fire since you can attack even while moving. 

The combat group on the upper right of 
the Dashboard contains any information 
needed for combat. When you setup 
the Dashboard to play, place a white six-
sided die on the metal plate with the 
upper side showing the same number as 
indicated by the metal plate. Repeat for 
each crew member on board. The die 
keeps track of the ammo. Any time you 
open fire, reduce the die value by 1. 
When it drops below 1, move the die on 
the next number below, on the metal 
plate. If a solid line separates the two 
numbers, you have to reload before 
restarting to fire; otherwise the weapon 
is fed continuously. To reload you need 
to perform a level flight for one turn. 
When the die value drops below 1 once 
again, you are out of ammo. If a plane 
features one single number, like the 

Nieuport 28, you have one ammo magazine only. 
The strip on the metal plate indicate the die color to roll when 
you open fire. 

Combat dice modifiers 
Several elements modify the die color to roll: 

 Pilot skill 

 
 For each Hex in the fire range, you have different 

modifiers 

 

 Target aspect 

 
 Firing a long burst, you gain a +1 modifier 

 

 If the target is jinking, assess -1 to the attacker die 

 If the target is performing a Barrel Roll or a Falling 

Leaf, assess -2 to the attacker die 

 OPTIONAL: target dimensions (add the 
number in the box). 

 

Once all the modifiers have been applied roll the die for combat 
result: 
 

 = Missed. 

 

 = 1 damage point and attacker’s machine guns are 
jammed if he fired a long burst. 

 

  = 2 damage points. 
 

 = 3 damage points. 
 

 = Component destroyed 

 

A jammed machine gun cannot fire, but pilot may attempt to 
fix it during his game turn rolling a Grey die modified by the 

Pilot skill. To unjam it you need i for a level flight or  if you 

are turning or maneuvering. 
 

Second step is to identify the plane part where to assess 
damage. Roll a 20-sided die (1d20) and check the damage table 
on the Dashboard. Assign any damage to the part rolled. 
OPTIONAL: add +1 to the die roll if the attack was from the rear 
and subtract -1 if it was from the front of the plane.  

 

Damage 
Several parts can be damaged. Track the damage using red 
wooden discs and the damage group on the lower left of the 
Dashboard. 

Structure 

You can take several structural damage points, depending on 
the plane. The dial starts with the black and white zone (0 – no 

damage). For each damage point, move the red token 
one box to the right. In case of a destroyed 
component, move the red token up to (left of) the 
next thick line. However, if the token is already on a 

white arrow, move it to the second available thick line.  
 
 

 

 

When damage exceeds the last thick line, the plane suffers a 

crack-up. 
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Ailerons, elevators and rudder 

Assess damage as for the structure, but any time one 
of these parts is hit, assess 1 structural damage point 
as well. In case of destroyed component, move the 
red token all the way to the right to indicate that 
part is now inoperable. Flip the Position marker on 
its caution side.  When this 
happens, the pilot will not be able 
to select any maneuver requiring 

the broken component.  

Engine 

The engine was a very fragile part of the plane. For 
each suffered damage point, move the red token one 
box to the right. When it reaches the -1 or -2 box, 
permanently reduce the maximum speed value 

(white box on the energy group of the Dashboard) respectively 
by -1 and -2. For example, a Strutter pilot, flying at low altitude, 
who suffered a -2 damage, cannot exceed the Throttle Pip 
setting of 3, instead the usual 5. If the red token reaches the 
box with a drop, the plane suffers a leakage. Place a Leakage 
token behind the plane. (See leakage effects below.) When the 
red token reaches the box with the fire icon, the plane catches 
fire. (see fire effects below). 

Gas Tank 

There are no particular elements to keep track of gas 
tank damage; it can only be intact or punctured. In 
this latter case, the plane suffers a leakage (see 
below). Place a leakage token behind the plane and 

flip the Position marker on its caution side. 

Crew 

Definitely the most frail component on board.  
Crewmembers can be healthy or wounded; a 
second wound causes the instant death of a 

wounded crewmember. Any roll, excluding missed     or killed 

, wounds the aviator. When a gunner is wounded, remove 
his ammo die, since he can’t fire anymore. If the pilot is 
wounded, place a red wooden token on his Skill marker and flip 
the Position marker on its caution side. Wounded pilots cannot 
perform some maneuvers and their pilot skill is reduced to 
Recruit for the rest of the flight. 

Leakage 

Whatever the fluid, place a Leakage 
marker behind the plane and flip the 
Position marker on its caution side, then 
roll 1d6 (e.g. the Blue die). The roll 

indicates the number of game turns before the engine stops. 
Use a white d6 on the Dashboard to keep track of the game 
turns until the engine quits. At the beginning of a new game 
turn, reduce the die value by 1. When it drops to 0, the engine 
stops (set the Throttle Pip permanently to 0). Moreover, at the 
beginning of a new game turn, roll the Blue die to verify 

whether the plane catches fire (rolling ). Keep rolling for fire 
at the beginning of a new turn until the plane lands, is shot 
down or it exits the map. OPTIONAL: as a plane suffers a 
leakage, the pilot can only perform a level flight on the next 
game turn’s move while he cleans his goggles from the spilled 

fluid, as indicated by the goggles icon on the leakage marker. 
Do the same for any plane that crosses the Hex with the 
leakage token in it.  

Fire 

When a plane catches fire, place a fire 
marker behind the plane and flip the 
Position marker on its caution side. The 
pilot may attempt to extinguish fire 

performing a Sideslip. At the end of the plane’s movement, roll 
a Grey die and modify it by the Pilot skill: 
 
 = Fire continues to burn. 

i= Fire extinguished.  

 = Plane explodes: everyone onboard is killed. 

 
At the end of each game turn resolve a front attack rolling the 
Red die and assess any damage. Fire keeps on burning until the 
plane is destroyed, it lands or the fire is extinguished by the 
Sideslip. 

Crackup and shooting down 

When a plane suffers a crack-up, it plunges vertically to the 
ground and everyone onboard is killed by the impact. However, 
when a pilot is killed in flight, plane keeps its attitude. If the 
pilot is killed while in level flight, put the plane in a shallow dive 
(OPTIONAL: shallow dive if it’s pointing East, hard dive if it’s 
pointing West due to the prevalent West-bound winds on the 
Western Front). From now on, the Throttle Pip and controls are 
frozen. Keep following the plane until it stalls or it crashes. The 
impact point is very important for Victory conditions, especially 
in the Squadron Career mode of the game. 

Bombing 
Only bombers (code B on the Dashboard, under the name) can 
carry bombs. To release their load, bombers must perform a 
level flight for the entire game turn and cross the vertical line 
over the target; during this game turn, one of the gunners 
cannot fire since he’s busy aiming the bombs. Roll the Yellow 
die for bombing result: 
 
 = Target missed. 

i= Near miss: assess 1 damage point to the target .  

= Direct hit: target destroyed. 

 
OPTIONAL. Alternative rule: to release the bombs, bombers 
must perform a level flight for the entire game turn and cross 
the 60° line on 
target (see diagram 
below) Starting 
from the Yellow Die, 
subtract a die color 
for each 5 altitude 
levels from the 
ground. For 
example, a bomber 
flying at level 12 
would roll the Grey 
die (2 colors below 
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the yellow one). Bombing results are the same for the basic 
rule. 

While loaded, bombers can set their Throttle 
Pip to values not greater than the circled one: 
once the bombs are away, pilot is free to set 
any desired value, as usual. For example, pilot 
can set the Throttle Pip of a loaded H.P.400 up 
to 2. Once he has dropped or jettisoned the 
bomb load, he can set his Throttle up to 4. 

OPTIONAL: Time freezing in Combat 

Time freezing is a combat mode 2 or more engaged pilots may 
declare once per game turn. In the easiest example, two planes 
are flying head-to-head, 7 Hexes apart, with plane A (speed 7), 
on the left, moving first toward plane B (speed 5), on the right. 

 
 
According to the basic rules, plane A moves first and then plane 
B makes his move and no combat takes place. However it is 
pretty clear that during the movement they both had a chance 
to attack. Time freezing allows player to break the action when 
one of them presumes a chance to attack may arise. 
Let’s get back to the example. Player A moves his plane 4  Hexes 
and then calls for a Time freezing. He checks the Time Freezing 
table cross-indexing the Hexes moved (4) with his starting 
speed (7), obtaining the time spent from the beginning of his 
action: 6 (for simulation sake, it’s 6 x 1.55 seconds). 

 
 

However, while A was moving, B was moving himself, in real 
life. To assess how many  Hexes B has moved, we get back to 
the Time Freezing table, checking the plane B speed (5) looking 
for the same time spent in flight by A, that is 6. If the exact time 
is not listed, use the next lower time available (4, in this case). 
You find out B moved 2 Hexes. Move B 2 Hexes toward A. As 
you can see, a firing chance arises now and combat results must 
be applied simultaneously. 

 

 
 
Once the combat is resolved, both planes finish their 
movement, starting from A, with both planes moving 3 Hexes. 
Time freezing can be declared only once per game turn per 
engaged pool. In the example above, B couldn’t declare a new 
Time freezing. This is very important when more than 2 planes 
are engaged. Suppose the first plane of the pool to move 
doesn’t declare a Time freezing. If no plane in the pool calls for 
a Time Freezing before plane A movement is over, then none of 
them can declare a Time freezing for the rest of the turn. 
When a Time freezing is declared, any involved plane is 

activated in order as usual. 

 

WEATHER 
Several weather elements affect the action. 

Sun 
The effect of sun position is checked at 
the beginning of each turn. In Winged 
Victory, the sun may assume 5 positions 
(see the picture and page 17) and 
includes the entire MHx where the sun 
token is located. Any time a plane is 
between the sun’s MHx and the spotter, 
he becomes invisible to the latter for 
the entire turn (refer to MHx – see 
picture at page 10). 

Haze 
Place the Haze marker at the altitude level indicated by the 
mission briefing, on the altitude scale printed on the right of a 
game mat. The small 
arrow on the counter 
indicates that from that 
level and below, the sky is 
hazy. Any spotting test 
from and to haze suffers a 
-1 modifier on die color. 
Haze involves all the mats 
in the game. 
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Thunderstorm 
Storms works the opposite 
of haze, with a base 
altitude indicated by the 
small arrow on the 
counter. Storms reach the 
top of the mat. Place the 
Storm counter as 
indicated by the briefing. 
You are not allowed to fly 
into a storm and, if forced 
to, resolve a side attack 
with the Red die for each 
game turn spent inside 
the storm area. Storms 

completely block the line of sight. As for haze, storms involve 
any game mat in the game. 

High Stratus 
Made of thin ice crystals, they involve 
the entire upper level of any game mat 
in the game. For this reason, place the 
High Stratus counter somewhere on the 
upper level on the altitude scale. Any 
Spotting test from and to high strati 
suffer a -1 modifier to the die color. 
However, if a plane is in between a high 
stratus and the spotter, he will be 

automatically spotted since he is silhouetted on the white 
clouds background. 

Medium Stratus 
Grey and blue layered clouds 
that involves the entire medium 
level of any game mat in the 
game. Place the Medium Stratus 
token anywhere at medium level 
on the altitude scale. Any 
Spotting test from, to and 
through medium strati suffers a -
2 modifier to the die color. 
However, if a plane is in between 
the clouds and the spotter, it will 

be automatically spotted since it is silhouetted on the thick 
clouds background. 

Low Stratus 
Low-level patches of cloud 
varying from bright white to 
dark grey. They involve one 
MHx only. Place the Low 
Stratus counter in the middle 
of the affected MHx, according 
to the mission briefing. Any 
Spotting test from, to and 
through a Low Stratus suffers a 
-2 modifier to the die color. 

Cumulus 
Isolated, very dense high-rise clouds, they 
involve one MHx only. Place the Cumulus 
counter in the middle of the affected MHx, 
as instructed by the mission briefing. 
Cumuli completely block the line of sight; 
hence if a cumulus is in between a spotter 
and his target, this latter will be invisible 
to him. 
 
 

 
Jolly well done! You earned your Pilot wings and learned 
anything you need to fly: remember my training during your 
combats! 

 

MISSION EDITOR 
With this tool, you can generate your own scenarios, both as 
single missions and for the Squadron Career mode. As you will 
see, no specific victory conditions are included, rather 
necessary requirements to accomplish missions. In the event 
both sides accomplish their own missions, use Victory Points (or 
VP) related to planes downed or forced to land or flee from the 
map as tie-breaking condition to determine victory. Follow the 
procedure below step-by-step. 

 

Mission 
For each side (Allies or Germans), roll 1d20 and check the table 
below to select the mission to fly (red missions involve both the 
factions). Allies and Germans may have different missions, not 
necessarily linked to each other. For any information about a 
mission, read the related mission briefing shown below. 

1916 

1 CAP / Defensive Patrol 11 Patrol 
2 Strategic Bombing 12 Artillery Fire Direction 
3 Patrol 13 RECON 

4 Artillery Fire Direction 14 Bombing 

5 RECON 15 Patrol 

6 Bombing 16 Artillery Fire Direction 

7 Patrol 17 RECON 

8 Artillery Fire Direction 18 Strafing 
9 RECON 19 Balloon Busting 
10 Bombing 20 Scramble 

 

1917 

1 Scramble 11 RECON 
2 Balloon Busting 12 Patrol 

3 Strategic Bombing 13 Artillery Fire Direction 
4 Patrol 14 Bombing 

5 CAP / Defensive Patrol 15 RECON 

6 RECON 16 CAP / Defensive Patrol 

7 Bombing 17 Patrol 
8 Artillery Fire Direction 18 Strafing 

9 Patrol 19 Balloon Busting 

10 CAP / Defensive Patrol 20 Scramble 


